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ABSTRACT
Photo-thermo-refractive (PTR) glass is an optically transparent photosensitive multicomponent silicate glass. UV-exposure produces silver nano-clusters, and NaF nanocrystals upon heating, giving rise to permanent refractive index changes. This is the basis for the production of Bragg gratings. In this article, we present a comprehensive overview of the photo-thermo-induced effects in PTR glass. We first give a general introduction of PTR glasses and their applications. Then, we perform a thorough analysis of the mechanisms of refractive index changes starting with the photo-induced process followed by the crystal nucleation mechanism and NaF crystallisation kinetics. Finally, we concentrate on the PTR glass nanostructure and its effect on the crystallisation mechanisms and properties, finishing with the kinetics and origin of the refractive index change. Despite the fact that much is known about this septuagenarian glass and that it is already being commercially produced, a number of open problems still exist that warrant further investigation.

Introduction
Photo-thermo-induced crystallisation in multicomponent fluorosilicate glasses doped with 100–1000 ppm of Ce, Ag, Sb and Sn was invented in 1949 by S. D. Stookey at Corning Glass Works [1] (Figure 1). In this technology, photo-thermo-induced precipitation of metallic Ag allowed the production of grey or black glasses, whereas the precipitation of NaF nanocrystals in UV-exposed areas allowed for the production of white opaque (partially crystallised) glass plates. Photo-thermo-induced crystallisation paved the way for black-and-white photography in a glass interior. However, despite these interesting results, no real commercial applications were immediately determined. Thirty years later, the same inventor Stookey demonstrated [2] that additional UV exposure and thermal development of a similar glass resulted in precipitation of additional metallic Ag particles on top of the NaF crystals. These particles produced different colours depending on the UV dosage. These new results laid the groundwork for full colour image recording. However, it was only after 35 years of study and development of this class of glasses that uniformly spaced variation of the refractive index correlating with the precipitation of NaF nanocrystals was revealed, but it was again thought to be insufficient for practical applications [3]. A few years later, in the late 1980s, this effect was re-investigated, and uniformly spaced refractive index variation in a glass interior was re-discovered and applied to the recording of the first hologram in glass using the photo-thermo-refractive (PTR) phenomenon [4]. This discovery was associated with the appearance of high-quality UV lasers (He–Cd lasers) and was the starting point for a large number of improvements in this class of glasses, which resulted in recording of the first holograms in PTR glasses with moderate diffraction efficiency [5], and then the production of the first high-efficiency volume Bragg grating in PTR glass [6–8]. Today’s technology allows for the fabrication of holograms in PTR glasses with diffraction efficiencies of up to 99.9%, absorption in near IR of 1–2 × 10⁻⁴ cm⁻¹ [9], scattering down to 5 × 10⁻³ cm⁻¹ and aperture up to 50 × 50 mm², which enabled a dramatic increase in the performance of laser systems. The current level of PTR glass technology allows for the production of PTR glasses with absorption in the near-IR region of 5 × 10⁻⁵ cm⁻¹, refractive index fluctuations of only 10⁻⁵ and apertures up to 100 × 100 mm². With such high quality, volume Bragg gratings have become commercially available. At least three US companies are selling such products: OptiGrate [10], Ondax [11] and PD-LD [12]. PTR glass mainly allows for the production of four types of optical elements: transmitting Bragg gratings [13, 14], reflecting Bragg gratings [15,16], chirped Bragg gratings [17,18] and phase plates [19,20]. Photosensitive fibres made out of PTR glass has also been reported [21]. These elements are used for a wide range of applications [22–24]. Thanks to their high angular selectivity [25], transmitting Bragg
Bragg gratings have been thoroughly used for the selection of transverse mode and phase locking of multimode lasers [26,27]. Reflecting Bragg gratings have shown a wide range of applications, such as notch filters for Raman spectroscopy [28], external couplers for longitudinal mode selection in laser systems [29,30], or angularly and spectrally selective elements in spectral or coherent beam combining of high-energy lasers [31–34]. Finally, chirped Bragg gratings have been shown to be versatile and efficient optical elements for stretching (up to 1 ns) and compression of ultra-short pulse lasers and are a very promising alternative to standard systems based on planar diffraction gratings [35,36]. It is also important to stress that the use of PTR glasses has also been reported for other applications optical elements. For example, doping of PTR glass with rare earth ions (Nd, Yb and Er) has been reported [37,38], and their use for the fabrication of distributed Bragg reflector lasers and distributed feedback lasers was demonstrated [39,40]. Additionally, the use of PTR glass as a photo-etchable glass was recently demonstrated [41] as well as ion-exchange [42].

On the basis of this wide range of applications involving high-energy laser systems, there is a fast growing demand by industries interested in this technology. As of today, various commercial laser products have integrated these volume Bragg gratings, especially semi-conductor lasers (for example, see [43]).

The number of publications on PTR glass and its applications significantly increased until 2007 and then stabilised to approximately 20–30 papers per year. Figure 2 shows the number of articles published since 1951 with the keywords (‘photo-thermo-refractive’ or PTR) and glass* in the article title, abstract or keywords in the Scopus database. There are also dozens of granted and filed patents on PTR glass technology confirming the high impact and potential of this technology.

The high interest in PTR glass technology relies on the fact that these glasses combine large permanent refractive index changes, with low optical losses and high stability. However, despite this apparent maturity, the mechanisms involved in refractive index variation in this very complex, 13-component glass, are far from being fully understood. Four short review papers have already been published on PTR glass [44–47]. Two of them are approximately 10 years old and the other two are around 15–20 years old, and they focused on optical properties. Additionally, as we mentioned previously, very significant progress in this field has been achieved over the past 10 years. The goal of this paper is to review the general knowledge on the PTR glass photo-thermal mechanisms and crystallisation processes, as they stand today, to reveal outstanding problems that appear as natural directions for future researches.

Before describing the processing and resulting properties, let us first analyse the composition of PTR glass.

Table 1. Typical PTR glass composition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Wt-%</th>
<th>Mol-%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>71.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂O</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>1.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaF</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBr</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag₂O</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeO₂</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb₂O₅</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SnO₂</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
volatile elements (F and Br). Cerium is the photosensitiser, i.e. the element used to produce electrons during its interaction with actinic photons [48]. Ag is an element that is supposed to be a nucleating agent [49] (the classical view), but its exact contribution to the PTR glass crystallisation mechanism remains unclear as we will show later. Antimony is used to remove bubbles during the melting stage [50] but also, in combination with tin, to maintain a proper redox ratio between the multi valent ionic species [51]. Basically, the glass must contain a fair fraction of Ce$^{3+}$ and Ag$^{+}$ ions, whereas the two highly volatile elements are supposed to be key elements for the crystallisation process. Other types of PTR glass with slightly different compositions have also been reported. For instance, Wang et al. [52] reported a PTR glass containing B$_2$O$_3$ and Dubrovin et al. [53] reported Cl-based PTR glass. Various concentrations of silver have also been reported [53,54] as well as glasses without SnO$_2$ [55]. Finally, some types of PTR glass based on the crystallisation of CaF$_2$ or BaF$_2$ have also been reported [56–59]. These glasses are very promising as they should offer lower scattering losses due to a smaller refractive index mismatch between the glass matrix and the nanocrystals, but no clear evidence of photoinduced refractive index change has been reported for these compositions. However, the overall behaviour of these PTR glasses is not significantly different from that of the traditional PTR glass that is currently commercialised. This paper therefore concentrates on the properties of the regular PTR glass composition.

A significant section of this paper will be dedicated to the role of the multivalent and volatile elements in the photo-thermo-induced process. At this stage, it is important to stress that, to the best of our knowledge, the exact composition (after melting) of PTR glass has not been reported throughout these years. First, one must keep in mind that the concentration of the volatile elements is expected to fluctuate from one melt to another depending on the exact melting conditions and atmosphere (the typical schedule is T$_\text{melt}$ at approximately 1450°C for 2 hours in air). Then, the accurate determination of the concentration of these elements, as well as of the dopants, is very challenging. One particular technique has been frequently used over the past 10 years: secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) [60,61]. This technique was shown to be adequate for comparisons of the relative concentrations of the elements from glass to glass batch for both amorphous and crystalline species but not for the absolute determination of the concentration of each species in PTR glass [60,61]. SIMS was used, for example, to show that volatilisation of some elements (especially fluorine) occurs even at the relatively low temperatures used for producing volume Bragg gratings in PTR glass. By combining optical microscopy and SIMS, Lumeau et al. [62] have shown that, during a thermal treatment at 520°C, a 10–20 μm depleted layer appears at the surface of a PTR glass, leaving a layer with a modified glass composition where no crystallisation (of NaF) takes place. This effect was recently confirmed by measuring waveguide modes in the depleted layers [41]. Such an effect was then demonstrated to have a very strong impact on the quality of the volume Bragg gratings due to resulting warping of the glass plates [63].

Spectroscopic analysis methods were also developed to analyse some of the ionic species [64]. However, the inability to provide an accurate read of the actual composition of the studied PTR glass is still a key open issue when studying such a glass. In ref. [62], Lumeau et al. proposed a new method to gauge, at different scales, the optical and crystallisation homogeneity of photosensitive optical glasses and tested it with PTR glass. This method was based on the association of different techniques: Zygo interferometry, which permits mapping the evolution of the optical (average chemical) heterogeneity over the sample, and non-isothermal differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and optical microscopy for gauging the crystallisation homogeneity at centimetre, millimetre and micrometre scales. Quantitative characterisation of crystallisation homogeneity using Poisson statistics was also employed. The authors used this method to obtain a direct quantitative evaluation of the degree and scale of the crystallisation homogeneity in the glass. This study demonstrated that, regardless of the scale, a significant degree of chemical heterogeneity occurs in PTR glass (although PTR glass remains one of the most homogeneous glasses ever made at laboratory scale). The discussion presented above makes it clear that studying this complex glass is quite challenging. However, despite the relative ignorance regarding the exact details of the PTR process, today’s technology of PTR glass melting allows one to achieve optical quality glass with reproducible properties.

Now that we have discussed the basic composition of PTR glasses, let us describe the basic processes of photo-thermo-induced structural transformations in PTR glass (Figure 3). A simplified (classical) model can be described as follows:

(i) UV-exposure within the absorption band of Ce$^{3+}$ triggers photo-ionisation of Ce$^{3+}$ to Ce$^{4+}$ and one electron; the latter is trapped by an ionic silver atom to yield an atomic silver atom [65]. At this stage of the process, photoionisation causes additional absorption and an increment of the refractive index by approximately $10^{-6}$. Exposure of UV-exposed glass to high power (nanosecond regime, $>1$ MW cm$^{-2}$) visible radiation can be used to bleach such pre-nucleation centres [66].

(ii) The second stage occurs after heating a UV-exposed sample to 490°C and consists of the
creation of nucleation centres, which include Ag\(^0\) and perhaps AgBr \([67,68]\).

(iii) Then, further heating to 520°C results in the heterogeneous precipitation of cubic NaF on top of the previously formed Ag\(^0\) or AgBr \([69]\). Cooling of the glass sample to room temperature induces residual internal stresses caused by the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of the NaF crystals and the residual PTR glass matrix, which have been associated with an induced refractive index decrement of approximately \(10^{-3}\) \([70]\) (measured through the photoelastic properties of the glass \([71]\)). Within this paper, we propose to detail each of these steps to give a critical overview of the PTR process.

### The photoinduced process

The first step for the excitation of photosensitivity is the interaction between light and the glass. There are two types of interactions: linear and non-linear. For linear interactions, cerium is a key element in PTR glass, as it plays the role of photo sensitiser. Cerium has two different valence states in glass, Ce\(^{3+}\) and Ce\(^{4+}\), inducing absorption in the UV region with a wide ceric peak centred at approximately 240 nm and a relatively narrow asymmetrical cerous peak with a maximum approximately 300–320 nm \([72]\). However, spectroscopic studies of cerium in glasses encounter some difficulties because of the overlapping of these bands. In addition, redox equilibria in silicate glasses are rather complex and depend on many factors (host-glass composition, temperature, oxygen ion activity and the total number of multivalent ions present) \([73]\). However, Ce\(^{3+}\) and Ce\(^{4+}\) are almost always present in Ce-doped silicate glasses even under very strong reducing or oxidising conditions. For the overlapped absorption spectra of Ce\(^{3+}\) and Ce\(^{4+}\) to be separated, a new approach was used in refs. \([74,75]\), which was based on a reliable algorithm for resolving experimental spectra into characteristic spectra of cerous, ceric and intrinsic glass absorption. PTR glasses with regular composition, i.e. 70SiO\(_2\)–15Na\(_2\)O–5ZnO–4Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)–5NaF–1KBr and 0.008 mol-% cerium doping, were melted under different redox conditions. A total of four glass samples were prepared: undoped glass matrix and Ce-doped glasses melted in air (standard conditions) and under an oxidising and reducing atmosphere. The absorption spectra of undoped (PTR\(_{um}\)) and Ce-doped (PTR\(_{cs}\)) PTR glasses melted in air were measured using a Varian Cary 500 spectrophotometer and are illustrated in Figure 4. The absorption spectrum of cerium was derived by subtraction of the undoped glass spectrum from that of the Ce-doped glass. In the absorption spectrum of cerium, the band with a maximum located near 240 nm is usually ascribed to Ce\(^{4+}\) and the band with a maximum approximately 305 nm to Ce\(^{3+}\). Similar spectra were measured in PTR glasses melted under different conditions but with different ratios for the Ce\(^{3+}\) and Ce\(^{4+}\) bands. By using a linear combination, the authors showed that it is possible to separately extract the Ce\(^{3+}\) and Ce\(^{4+}\) bands. Then, each band was modelled using a sum of two elementary Gaussian curves as summarised in Table 2.

It is interesting to note that a similar approach was used by Nikonorov et al. \([76–78]\), who found very similar shapes for Ce\(^{3+}\) and Ce\(^{4+}\) but showed that they need not only two but three curves for fitting the Ce\(^{3+}\) and Ce\(^{4+}\) absorption bands (Table 3). It must be noted that the additional band they added has a very low
amplitude comparable to the accuracy of the measurement. However, very recent work aimed at accurately measuring the absorption spectra of thick pristine PTR glass has shown that Ce$^{3+}$ tends to have a long exponential tail up to 370+ nm, and therefore, the modelling of cerium absorption bands is most likely a complex process that requires at least 2 or 3 Gaussian bands and also an exponential component following the Urbach rule [79].

One must recall that cerium is often used in silicate glasses as a photo sensitisers. In the case of PTR glass, the linear PTR process under UV excitation exists only because of cerium [64]. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the effect of UV light on the structure of the absorption band of cerium is extremely important. In ref. [66], regular PTR glass samples were exposed to radiation of a He–Cd laser at 325 nm to dosages of 5 J cm$^{-2}$. Absorption spectra were measured after UV exposure and thermal treatment (1 hour at 100°C) to bleach transient colour centres. A thorough study of the colour centres in PTR glass can be found in several papers [80,81] but is beyond the scope of this article. During this UV exposure, photoionisation of Ce$^{3+}$ to Ce$^{4+}$ is expected to occur. If this supposition is true, each Ce$^{3+}$ that disappears would be converted to a new Ce$^{4+}$ ion and the band of Ce$^{4+}$ would increase accordingly. However, this supposition could not be confirmed when trying to separate the contributions of Ce$^{3+}$ and Ce$^{4+}$, and decomposition into Gaussian functions revealed that UV exposure did not induce any increase in the Ce$^{4+}$ absorption band but rather induced a broad band that can be fitted with a single Gaussian function with a maximum at approximately 242 nm for PTR glass. The wavelength of this band remains unchanged irrespective of the increase in the dosage, whereas its amplitude increases with increasing dosage. This induced band was attributed to hole centres (Ce$^{3++}$) and electrons (e$^-$) formed during the ionisation process

$$\text{Ce}^{3+} + h\nu \rightarrow \text{Ce}^{3++} + e^- \quad (1)$$

This result showed that the photochemistry of cerium in silicate glass is rather complex and justifies the approach of separating the contribution of each ion and decomposing them into a sum of Gaussian functions. An additional study was performed by Chamma et al. [82]. To confirm the presence of multiple (at least 2) types of cerium, they exposed PTR glasses in two different regions, i.e. similarly to Anne et al. [64] at 325 nm, where both Gaussian functions for Ce$^{3+}$ overlap, and at 266 nm, where only one Gaussian function contributes to the absorption of Ce$^{3+}$. Then, cerium-induced spectra were calculated after UV-exposure by subtracting the absorption spectrum after UV exposure from the spectrum before any exposure (Figure 5). It is seen that the induced absorption spectra differ depending on whether 266 or 325 nm is used for exposure with the overall amplitude of the induced absorption bands being proportional to the exposure dosage. Some decomposition of the induced absorption bands revealed that in the 220–290 nm range, two bands at 238 and 276 nm appear that can be ascribed to Ce$^{3+++}$, as they do not correspond to any known intrinsic colour centre. Similarly, an analysis of the induced absorption in the 315–350 nm range showed that two bands at 317 and 332 nm appear, which can be ascribed to [Ce$^{4+}$]e$^-$ as they also do not correspond to any known intrinsic colour centre. Finally, in the 220–290 nm range, additional induced absorption bands are created. In conclusion, ionisation of cerium results in a very complex redox equilibrium between all the presented species that can be summarised as follows:

1. Ce$^{3+} + h\nu \rightarrow \text{Ce}^{3++} + 1e^-$ where Ce$^{3++} \neq \text{Ce}^{4+}$
2. Ce$^{4+} + e^- \rightarrow [\text{Ce}^{4+}]^e^-$ where [Ce$^{4+}$]e$^-$ \neq \text{Ce}^{3+}$
3. [Ce$^{4+}$]e$^- + h\nu \rightarrow \text{Ce}^{3++} + 1e^- \quad (2)$

It is important to note that the previous studies were performed on glasses with only one ionic doping species. However, in regular PTR glass, Sn, Sb and Ag ions are also present. Therefore, in addition to the first three reactions presented above, the first basic reactions are as follows [83]:

4. $e^- + \text{Ag}^+ \rightarrow (\text{Ag}^+)^-$
5. $e^- + \text{Sn}^{4+} \rightarrow (\text{Sn}^{4+})^-$
6. $e^- + \text{Sb}^{5+} \rightarrow (\text{Sb}^{5+})^-$

One must also keep in mind that despite the very low level of contamination of these glasses, iron is,

Table 2. Parameters of the Gaussian bands of cerium absorption spectra in a standard PTR glass (from Anne et al. [64]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band #</th>
<th>$A_i^0$ (cm$^{-1}$/at.-%)</th>
<th>$a_i$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\lambda_i$ (nm)</th>
<th>$W_i$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$ (1)</td>
<td>126.8</td>
<td>32.045 ± 10</td>
<td>312 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1542.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$ (2)</td>
<td>246.3</td>
<td>33.059 ± 10</td>
<td>302 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2073.2 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$ (3)</td>
<td>1148.5</td>
<td>40.045 ± 10</td>
<td>250 ± 0.1</td>
<td>5278.0 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$ (4)</td>
<td>835.5</td>
<td>47.488 ± 20</td>
<td>211 ± 0.2</td>
<td>6458.0 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$A_i^0$ is the specific absorption of cerium in the maximum of a Gaussian band, $a_i$ the central wave number, $\lambda_i$ the central wavelength and $W_i$ the full width at half maximum.

Table 3. Central frequencies of the Gaussian bands of cerium absorption spectra in a standard PTR glass (from Efimov et al. [76–78]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valence state</th>
<th>Spectral components</th>
<th>Frequencies of components, cm$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$ (1)</td>
<td>31,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$ (2)</td>
<td>32,663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$ (3)</td>
<td>34,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce$^{4+}$</td>
<td>Ce$^{4+}$ (1)</td>
<td>38,764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ce$^{4+}$ (2)</td>
<td>44,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ce$^{4+}$ (3)</td>
<td>48,750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for example, still present in these glasses at the level of approximately 1 ppm and is also an electron acceptor [9,83]:

$$7. \ 2e^- + Fe^{3+} \rightarrow (Fe^{3+})^-$$

Although this reaction most likely has a negligible contribution to the photo-thermo-induced process, it has a major impact on the near-IR absorption of the glass [9].

Actually, according to Nikonorov et al. [83,84], electrons are not essentially trapped by silver ions as presented in Figure 3 but rather by Sb ions during room temperature exposure. Then, electrons are only transferred to silver ions at room temperature. They also showed that these species are transient and that electrons are initially transferred to silver ions at the first stages of the heat treatment of PTR glasses. Very recently, Magon et al. [85] performed detailed EPR measurements on PTR glasses with different dopants and indeed confirmed that electrons are initially transferred to Sb ions at room temperature. They also showed that these species are transient and that electrons are then transferred to Ag ions as soon as the temperature is increased to a few hundred degrees. Their results show that, due to the numerous ionic species within PTR glass, the photoionisation process in PTR glass is indeed more complex than anticipated by the traditional mechanism with each type of multivalent ion playing a very specific role.

Up until now, we have reviewed the basic mechanisms that originate linear PTR glass photosensitivity. However, some additional work studied the non-linear photosensitivity of PTR glasses. It was shown in ref. [86] that two-photon ionisation of the PTR glass could be achieved using the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm. It is important to stress that some authors also demonstrated that two-photon absorption of cerium ions was not possible; therefore, it was not due to the multivalent ions but instead ionisation of the glass matrix. Hence, the cerium ions are not needed for this process. In a more recent unpublished work, Glebov’s group showed that, when using pulses from a nanosecond laser at 355 nm, both linear and non-linear photoionisation occur and that both linear and non-linear photosensitivities can be used for the recording of phase elements. Their observation correlates with the presence of a long wavelength tail of the cerium absorption band, as discussed earlier. Similarly, multi-photon ionisation of the PTR glass matrix was shown to be possible using a weakly focused femtosecond laser with central wavelength anywhere between 800 and 1500 nm and a peak intensity of $10^{13}$ W cm$^{-2}$ [87,88]. Mechanisms of this non-linear interaction were studied in detail using the Franz Keldysh theory [87] and apparently result from a complex interaction combining multi-photon and tunnelling ionisation. Finally, very recent work has shown that it is possible to replace Ce by Tb ions, and that dual wavelength illumination (UV and a longer wavelength) allows one obtaining PTR glasses with photosensitivity at longer wavelengths, i.e. in the visible and near-IR ranges due to an up conversion process [89]. Finally, it is important to stress that whatever process is used for triggering photosensitivity in PTR glass (linear, non-linear, up-conversion ...), all further thermal processes occurring in that glass will remain the same as that used after exposing PTR glass with a He–Cd laser.

In summary, we have shown that the first basic process of the PTR glass linear photosensitivity based on the ionisation of cerium ions is, in fact, a very complex one due to the complicated structure of the absorption bands of cerium and also due to the presence of numerous multivalent ions in the glass that are necessary for the photo- thermo-induced process to occur.

**Crystal nucleation mechanisms in PTR glass**

After the glass has been UV exposed, the second step is a heat treatment that allows for the creation of nucleation centres ($Ag_0^0, AgBr$ …) for the NaF crystals. Nucleation has been studied using direct and indirect methods. The first reported data were obtained by non-isothermal DSC. Lumeau at al. [90] reported data on the effect of a nucleation heat treatment on the position of the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) and the crystallisation peak temperature ($T_c$) on both unexposed and UV-exposed PTR glasses. They found that there is a common behaviour regardless of the original $T_g$ and $T_c$ of the original glass. Increasing the nucleation temperature at a constant duration or increasing the nucleation duration at a constant temperature results in no change to the $T_g$ but leads to a decreased $T_c$. Data for $T_c$ are summarised in Figure 6. First of all, there is a comparable induction time for both unexposed and UV-exposed glasses. Then, $T_c$ decreases for both glasses but saturates at different levels. For a heating rate of 30 K min$^{-1}$, $T_c$ of the UV-exposed glass decreases from its original temperature (generally above 700°C) to 600 ± 5°C, whereas the $T_c$ of unexposed glass decreases to 650 ± 5°C. In other
words, by applying adequate thermal treatments, the so-called nucleation-induced photo-crystallisation (i.e. crystallisation in UV-exposed regions) happens faster than the pure thermally induced spontaneous crystallisation (i.e. crystallisation in UV-unexposed regions), which allows for inducing a refractive index change only in UV-exposed regions. This phenomenon is at the basis of all the volume Bragg gratings recorded in PTR glasses. It is also important to note that an additional DSC peak sometimes appears in both unexposed and UV-exposed nucleated PTR glass samples at the same temperature of 625 ± 5°C. Additional studies performed by non-isothermal DSC [91] have concluded that this additional peak, or shoulder, in PTR glass crystallisation peaks, which sometimes appears in the non-isothermal thermograms, reflects superimposed effects of an exothermal event of NaF crystal formation and the endothermal event related to a relaxation mechanism of the matrix. This aspect will be re-investigated in the next section, where the structure of a (partially) crystallised glass will be analysed.

In addition to DSC, the detailed kinetics of NaF crystallisation in UV-unexposed PTR glass was experimentally studied using optical microscopy [92]. Steady-state nucleation rates, nucleation time-lags and crystal growth rates were estimated in a temperature interval covering almost three hundred degrees from a \(T_n\) of approximately 470°C up to 750°C. A self-consistent description of these data in the framework of crystal nucleation theory was presented using the interfacial free energy and the effective diffusion coefficient as adjustable parameters. The diffusivities calculated from crystallisation kinetics and viscous flow undergo a decoupling phenomenon, which was already demonstrated for other fragile glasses. More precisely, it was shown that the nucleation rates increase up to a temperature of approximately 485°C, where a maximum is reached, and then decrease when the temperature is further increased. This result indicates that 485°C is the optimal temperature for abundant nucleation in PTR glass.

Now it becomes essential to understand the nucleation mechanisms in UV-exposed PTR glass. From the classical point of view, silver clusters are formed during the first stages of the heat treatment and act as nucleation centres for NaF crystals. For this assumption to be analysed further, optical spectroscopy studies should be conducted, as previously described. It is well-known that metallic nanoparticles result in the appearance of a plasmon resonance, typically in the blue-green region of the spectrum for Ag-containing particles. The evolution of the absorption band of those particles was studied during the nucleation process at 485°C [67]. It was shown that the broad band is not a single one but rather results from superposition of several elementary bands. More precisely, this band was decomposed with a sum of four Gaussian bands, two of which require long wavelength Urbach tails. These bands were associated with hole centres, silver, silver bromide and silver bromide with a silver shelf (silver/silver bromide) particles [54,83,93–96]. A complex evolution of each band during the nucleation process was revealed by combining spectrophotometric measurements of samples heat treated for different durations at 485°C and decomposition into elementary Gaussian bands [67]. Then, this behaviour was compared with that of the DSC nucleation study [90]. From this analysis, it was shown that the band of silver/silver bromide has maximum amplitude when the DSC crystallisation peak temperature reaches its minimum, and therefore, nucleation is expected to have reached its maximum rate.

The authors therefore associated these silver/silver bromide particles with catalysts of the nucleation process. Then, it is worth noting that after performing an optimised nucleation step at 485°C (typically 100 minutes), further heat treatment at a temperature above this temperature (to grow NaF crystals) did not result in any significant evolution of the silver-containing particles absorption band. Although the presence of these silver particles was shown to be mandatory for the photoinduced crystallisation to happen, more complex phenomena were also revealed. In ref. [97], Lumeau et al. studied the evolution of this silver band in situ at a high temperature during the nucleation process. It was shown that the first elements to appear are silver particles. However, these silver particles are quickly converted into silver bromide. As soon as the maximum amplitude of the silver bromide particles absorption band is reached, no real evolution of the spectra at high temperature occurs. However, significant changes were observed at low temperatures when samples were cooled below a critical temperature situated between 400 and 500°C. Actually, it was shown that below this critical temperature an absorption band of silver/silver bromide appears and that its intensity
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depends on the nucleation duration. However, those particles were shown to not exist at temperatures above this critical temperature. It is important to note that the melting point of macroscopic AgBr crystals is approximately 430°C [98], but this temperature is lower for nanoparticles [99]. This process was thus associated with the phase change of the silver/silver bromide nuclei (from liquid to solid) that appears during the cooling or heating processes.

These results could be analysed in parallel to those reported in ref. [100]. The authors showed that cooling to a temperature below 400°C, between the nucleation and growth treatments, is a mandatory step to achieve the full benefits of the nucleation heat treatment. A non-isothermal DSC study associated with in situ pre-nucleation treatment showed that pre-nucleation enhances crystallisation only if the temperature is decreased below \( T_g \) before the second (development) treatment. Microscopy analysis showed similar results. Performing multi-stage heat treatment resulted in a large number of small crystals, whereas a single heat treatment with duration equal to the sum of the duration of each heat treatment results in crystals with much larger diameters (Figure 7).

In summary, we have shown that nucleation is a very complex phenomenon, especially in PTR glass. The nucleation kinetics of PTRG was fully characterised, and an optimal nucleation procedure could be designed. The particles associated with the crystallisation enhancement in UV-exposed PTR glass were determined; however, the exact mechanisms are still unclear, especially the physical and chemical nature of the nuclei.

**NaF crystallisation kinetics in PTR glass**

After analysing the nucleation mechanisms in PTR glass, we now analyse the processes that occur when the temperature is increased further. It is first obvious that the main effect at relatively low temperatures of thermal treatment, somewhat above \( T_g \), is the precipitation and growth of NaF crystals. The growth kinetics were recently studied by Dyamant et al. [92], who showed that the growth rate continuously increases from 460 to 760°C. They measured the actual growth rate between 580 and 650°C using only the initial part of the crystal radius versus time plots because in the early stages of the phase transformation crystal growth is determined by a time-independent effective diffusion coefficient. They showed that the growth rate increases from \( 2 \times 10^{-10} \) up to \( 2 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m s}^{-1} \). At this stage, it is important to justify why the growth rate determinations were limited to this upper temperature. In ref. [101], Fokin et al. studied NaF solubility, as this parameter combined with the composition of the parent glass determines the super saturation and, hence, the thermodynamic driving force for crystallisation. NaF solubility was studied by estimating the equilibrium volume fraction of crystallised NaF as a function of temperature. For the composition of regular PTR glass, \( T_{ds} \), the temperature at which all NaF is dissolved, was shown to be approximately 760°C. As the crystallised volume increases at \( T < T_{ds} \) the super-saturation of a PTR melt, regarding the NaF content, decreases. When the NaF content in the residual melt reaches the solubility corresponding to that temperature \( (T < T_{ds}) \), crystallisation stops, and the crystallised volume remains unchanged, which is in equilibrium with the NaF dissolved in the residual glass matrix. This equilibrium volume of the crystalline phase increases with decreasing temperature. For the studied PTR glass composition, the solubility of NaF approached zero at \( T \approx 430°C \). As follows from the discussions above, the thermodynamic driving force for crystallisation depends not only on the temperature (as in the case of stoichiometric crystallisation) but also on the evolution of the crystallisation process that leads to a decrease in supersaturation. As shown in ref. [102], a decrease in supersaturation causes a sharp decline in NaF crystal growth in PTR glass during isothermal heat treatment.

The nucleation rates are, to a great extent, more sensitive to supersaturation than the crystal growth rates.

![Figure 7. Optical micrographs of UV-exposed PTR glass treated for 30 min at 650°C – (a) continuous heat-treatment and (b) multi-step heat-treatment (from Lumeau et al. [100]).](image)
This is the reason why preliminary growth of crystals, and the associated decrease in supersaturation in diffusion zones, can suppress or completely halt the succeeding NaF nucleation in those zones, as observed in ref. [102]. One should recollect that the commonly accepted scheme assumes heterogeneous nucleation of NaF catalysed by the preliminary precipitated silver clusters. However, as already noted, unexposed PTR glass without Ag clusters also undergoes volume crystallisation of NaF.

The accepted scheme was idealised for PTR glass after exposure to UV light. However, in any case, if the thermodynamic driving force for crystallisation of NaF approaches zero (i.e. for \( T > T_{\text{ds}} = 745^\circ \text{C} \)) the formation of NaF crystals is thermodynamically impossible and hence any other factors that could foster crystallisation (e.g. Ag crystalline clusters) will not be able to participate in the crystallisation process. The effect of the other volatile elements was also studied and in particular bromine. Nikonorov et al. showed that bromine as a reducing agent affects not only the equilibrium between different silver forms in the glass but also the ratio between the forms of optical sensitisers in favour of an increase in Ce\(^{3+} \), the lower glass but also the ratio between the forms of optical sensitisers in favour of an increase in Ce\(^{3+} \), the lower glass matrix that has the lowest viscosity (and lowest \( T_g \)).

The kinetics of liquid phase separation was separated from that of NaF crystallisation. \( T_g \) values relate to the liquid phase separation (LLPS) effect was expected because the main components of PTR glass are Na\(_2\)O (15 mol-%) and SiO\(_2\) (70 mol-%), enrichment of the glass matrix poorer in Na and F, i.e. with higher \( T_g \).

In ref. [101], the evolution of the glass transition temperature, \( T_g \), with increasing isothermal treatment time was followed. This evolution revealed a minimum that resulted from the interplay between two concurring processes: liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS), which led to a decrease in \( T_g \), and Br-controlled NaF crystallisation, which acted in the opposite direction. This result is crucial because it shows that PTR glass also undergoes simultaneous LLPS [101,105]. This effect was expected because the main components of this glass are silicon and sodium oxides (15 mol-% Na\(_2\)O and 70 mol-% SiO\(_2\)). The critical point of the immiscibility domain is that the Na\(_2\)O–SiO\(_2\) system corresponds to 7.5 mol-% Na\(_2\)O at 835°C [106], but fluorine can extend the immiscibility range [107]. For understanding what glass phase (SiO\(_2\)-rich droplets or the matrix glass) solubility is relevant, evolution of the glass transition temperature was studied at 650°C as measured by non-isothermal DSC [101]. In Figure 8, the kinetics of liquid phase separation was separated from that of NaF crystallisation. \( T_g \) values relate to the glass matrix that has the lowest viscosity (and lowest \( T_g \)). It seems that the kinetics of LLPS is initially faster than that of NaF crystallisation. This leads to a hasty decrease in \( T_g \) during the initial stages of phase transitions in PTR glass. The fact that, after this small decrease, \( T_g \) strongly increases with increasing volume fraction of NaF crystals gives indirect evidence for crystallisation in the glass matrix (not in the droplets) because the formation of NaF crystals renders the glass matrix poorer in Na and F, i.e. with higher \( T_g \).

A thorough study combining XRD, SEM, electrical conductivity and optical microscopy revealed the different regimes of LLPS. Heat treatments at temperatures higher than 760°C and lower than 925°C resulted in the separation of initially homogeneous parent PTR glass into two glassy phases. The droplet-like structure is typical of liquid immiscibility within the metastable region between the spinodal and binodal. Because the main components of PTR glass are Na\(_2\)O (15 mol-%) and SiO\(_2\) (70 mol-%), enrichment of the glass matrix by sodium and fluorine was caused by formation of the droplet phase enriched by silicon oxide. However, on the basis of DSC data [101], it is clear that LLPS also occurs at a much lower temperature, but the extent of this effect is still unclear. It is therefore possible to generate a first scheme showing the temperature dependence of several processes happening in PTR glasses (Figure 9).

- Between approximately 250 and >520°C (after UV exposure), nucleation and growth of Ag and AgBr clusters occur [97].
- Between 430 and 560°C, nucleation of NaF occurs, and the maximum nucleation rate is achieved at approximately 485°C. Treatment at this same temperature (485°C) produces the lowest level of

![Figure 8. Glass transition temperature, \( T_g \), determined from DSC traces as a function of heat treatment time at 650°C for the original samples (●) and for samples previously nucleated at 480°C for 35 min (★). The first 15 min of treatment are shown in the inset from Fokin et al. [101].](image-url)
scattering in holographic optical elements recorded in PTR glass [67].

- Between 460 and 760°C, the NaF growth rate and NaF solubility monotonously increase until reaching 760°C, a temperature above which no NaF crystal can be formed within the glass matrix.

- In parallel to these crystal nucleation and growth effects, LLPS occurs. Below 760°C, it occurs in parallel to crystallisation. This effect also exists at temperatures above the NaF solubility temperature and up to the binodal temperature of approximately 928°C.

- Above the binodal temperature, no crystallisation-related effects occur; therefore, this is the theoretical lowest temperature limit for glass melting or moulding.

**Effects of PTR glass crystallisation on microstructure and properties**

After studying the crystallisation kinetics in PTR glass, we will now analyse in detail the microstructure of PTR glass after crystallisation. The first point concerns the shape of the crystals in PTR glasses. NaF is known to have a cubic shape, which was confirmed in a study by Souza et al. [103]. Cuboidal crystals with micrometer size were observed by optical microscopy in PTR glass samples heat treated, for example, for 30 minutes at 650°C. However, it was demonstrated that extending such heat treatments for several hours at 650°C results in dendritic growth of NaF crystals [108]. This crystal shape is the most commonly seen shape when studying crystals in (over-developed) PTR glasses using optical microscopy. The morphology of the dendrites (Figure 10) resembles that of ‘spikes’ in the unexposed sample (a) and ‘snowflakes’ in the UV-exposed sample (b). This outstanding morphological characteristic of PTR glass may result from the local chemical environment surrounding the crystals. The fine microstructure in the glass is very likely to be a form of LLPS, as was presented in the section ‘NaF crystallization kinetics in PTR glass’, which appears to fade away near the dendrites. Another important feature shown in Figure 9 is a zone that was depleted of fine structures. This zone was referred to as being a courtyard, i.e. a ring surrounding the NaF crystals that was depleted in sodium and most of the fluorine. A very detailed study of this effect was presented in refs. [102,108]. It is worth noting that liquid phase separated glass regions also appear in the edges of the samples that lost fluorine during the thermal treatment. This effect was observed as a 40 μm edge that has not crystallised but rather developed ‘liquid’ phase droplets. This results correlated with the fluorine-depleted surface layer in hyper-developed PTR glass, detected using SIMS, and that was also reported in Lumeau et al. [62]. After thermal treatment, PTR glass structure consists of three different areas, i.e. a NaF crystal surrounded by a ring composed of NaF̿-depleted PTR glass within an unperturbed PTR glass, which was then discussed in several papers and used for explaining the origin of refractive index changes and some of the crystallisation mechanisms in PTR glass. For example, Chamma et al. [109, 110] studied the crystallisation kinetics by X-ray diffraction. The evolution of the average crystal diameter in PTR glass nucleated for 100 minutes at 485°C, as a function of thermal treatment duration at 515°C, was analysed (Table 4). As expected, the average NaF crystal diameter increases until reaching saturation. However, the apparent diameter reached 16 nm within the first hour and then saturated to approximately 20 nm, corroborating the idea of growth in a continuously (NaF) depleted glass matrix. Regarding the volume fraction of crystals, it was shown to increase by four times when the heat treatment duration is increased from 1 to 72 hours at 515°C. This represents the saturation of the crystalline volume fraction that can be formed in this glass at this temperature [101]. The average crystal diameter only increases by 20% during the same thermal treatment period. The increase in the crystalline volume fraction was explained by an increase in both the crystal number density and crystal size. This result showed that crystallisation is a fast process at 515°C.
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**Table 4.** Evolution of the volume fraction, crystal diameter and crystal number density as a function of thermal treatment duration at 515°C in PTR glass UV-exposed with 0.9 J cm⁻² (from Chamma et al. [110]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal treatment duration, hours</th>
<th>Volume fraction, vol.%</th>
<th>Crystal diameter, nm</th>
<th>Number of crystals per m³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>2.3E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>2.1E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>3.2E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>4.1E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>4.4E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>4.4E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>4.5E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>4.7E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>5.0E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>4.9E+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>5.0E+21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The glass specimens were nucleated for 100 minutes at 485°C, which allowed abundant nucleation of the glass and, in turn, triggered fast growth of the crystals within the first hour of the thermal treatment. However, because of the limited amount of fluorine in the glass, the mentioned crystals cannot grow to diameters much larger than 20 nm, and the increase in the volume fraction of NaF crystals is therefore explained by further nucleation and growth of NaF nanocrystals on these new sites.

Another important result was presented in that paper. Actually, XRD is normally an adequate method for qualitative study but not so much for the quantitative study of very small volume crystallised fractions. It is therefore worth questioning the validity of these kinetics because the NaF crystals tend to be too small and unstable to be observed by electron microscopy (and this explains why most of the studies used hyper-developments). To confirm the validity of the measured volume fraction and average crystal diameter, Rayleigh scattering theory was applied to calculate the expected scattering at 633 nm as a function of the measured crystal parameters. It was shown that the predicted optical scattering matches the measured scattering with an accuracy of 10%. These results therefore confirm the validity of the parameters presented in Table 4.

The cause of the NaF crystal size saturation at approximately 20 nm was also investigated. Chamma et al. [109,110] showed that heat-treated UV-exposed samples have dramatically different appearances depending on the temperature at which they were processed. Samples heat treated at 570°C or below were translucent, whereas the samples heat treated at 590°C and above were opaque and whitish. This difference of appearance is associated with significantly different levels of scattering, showing that the size of the created crystals is very different. This difference was not explained by a different volume fraction of crystals with full crystallisation being achieved in each case. However, the average crystal diameter of samples heat treated at 600°C was 30 nm (limited by the peak broadening due to the apparatus function), i.e. 50% larger than after the 550+°C heat treatment. This difference of crystal size was associated with the intermediate region, which has the overall composition of PTR glasses but is depleted in fluorine. Because of this depletion, the glass has increased glass transition temperature with a value expected to be similar to that of soda-lime silica (window) glasses, i.e. approximately 550°C. Then, when glasses are developed below the glass transition temperature of this intermediate glass, the growth of large NaF crystals is hampered, which explains the fast saturation of the crystal diameter to approximately 20 nm. When this glass transition temperature is overcome, further NaF crystal growth and coarsening can occur, resulting in larger crystals and bulk scattering.

Up until now, we have indirectly analysed the microstructure of PTR glass using either hyper-developments or indirect methods, such as XRD. However, Stookey et al. [2] showed in his photochromic glasses a complex structure using electron microscopy. Instead of the expected cubic NaF crystals, a substantial number of silver crystals were observed with elongated pyramid shape. Such a shape is hard to see, however, in the current PTR glass because of the small crystal size and sensitivity of NaF crystals to e-beams of TEM, which tend to change the PTR glass microstructure because it provides enough energy to induce further NaF crystal growth and/or induce phase separation. Only recently has a study provided an opportunity to observe PTR glass microstructure using TEM [61,111]. After 1 hour at 515°C, Glebova et al. [61,111] have shown crystals with similar shape as those determined by Stookey, i.e. NaF crystals with an elongated pyramid shape. The cubic crystals have a size of approximately 15 nm with

Figure 10. (a) and (b) are transmitted-light optical micrographs of as-cast PTR glass heat-treated at 650°C for 210 minutes. The morphology of the dendrites resembles that of ‘spikes’ in the unexposed sample (a), and ‘snowflakes’ in the UV-exposed sample (b) (from Souza et al. [108]).
attached tails 10-nm wide and 80-nm long. It is important to note that this size perfectly matches the crystal sizes reported by Chamma et al. [109,110] but also that traces of AgF and NaBr were detected, confirming the possible role of Ag and Br in the crystallisation process. It is therefore possible to summarise the PTR glass microstructure as in Figure 11. After thermal development, the glass shows three different regions:

- The first area is a cubic sodium fluoride crystal with an attached pyramidal tail (C).
- As sodium and fluorine ions are consumed by the growing crystals, halos are formed with the same components as virgin PTR glass but depleted of sodium and almost exhausted of fluorine (G1).
- The third area, far away from the crystals, is the unperturbed glass region with identical composition as virgin PTR glass (G2).

As was already presented, this particular crystal shape has a large impact on the final microstructure of PTR glass. In addition, it results in residual stresses as have been revealed in some publications [110,112]. It is well known that internal residual stresses arise in all glass ceramics upon cooling to room temperature from the crystallisation temperature [113,114]. These stresses are due to the thermal expansion and the elastic mismatch between the crystalline and glassy phases. Therefore, the mechanical properties of glass ceramics depend not only on their composition and microstructure but also on the type (tension or compression) and magnitude of these residual stresses. The thermal residual stresses generally have a significant impact on a material’s mechanical performance, for example, its strength [115–117]. In the case of PTR glass, this effect was first revealed by Zwanziger et al. [112]. Using both the Selsing model [114] and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance in combination with first principle calculations, the authors found that the crystals are under a huge tensile stress field of 610–350 MPa. For this stress level, the estimated critical crystal diameter for spontaneous cracking is approximately 1900–2300 nm, which greatly exceeds the observed diameters in PTR glasses (7–35 nm) developed at 515–520°C. Hence, no spontaneous cracking is expected for the PTR glasses and indeed no cracking is observed. This stress level in crack-free PTRG glasses was then confirmed by Serbena et al. using XRD [113].

Large residual (tensile) stresses within the nanosize NaF crystals embedded in the glassy matrix of PTR glasses were demonstrated and estimated by studying the significant shift of the NaF X-ray diffraction lines to lower angles. The NaF crystals have cubic structures, and their volume fraction being quite small eliminates the overlap between the stress fields of neighbouring crystals; hence, the stresses could be estimated and

were shown to be very high, approximately 1 GPa. In addition, no cracking was observed. However, samples heat treated at higher temperature (650°C) developed larger (micrometer-sized) crystals, revealing microcracking of the glassy matrix around the crystals, which partially relieved the residual stresses and decreased the shift of the XRD peaks [113]. The experimental results for the magnitude of the residual stresses and the critical crystal diameter for microcracking agreed with theoretical values calculated by the Selsing and the Davidge and Green models.

Kinetics and origin of the refractive index change in PTR glass

Kinetics of the refractive index change in PTR glass

One must now remember that the main application of PTR glass is in the fabrication of volume holographic optical elements. Although the term photosensitivity is relatively wide, i.e. the material properties can be changed by exposing the glass to light radiation. In optics, this generally refers to the ability to locally modify the local (bulk) refractive index of the glass by exposing certain parts to actinic radiation. In the case of PTR glass, the mechanisms are quite complex because they use two consecutive processes to induce the refractive index: exposure to UV radiation, which ionizes the glass, and a thermal treatment that induces NaF nanocrystals in the UV-exposed regions, which then leads to a localised refractive index change. Despite the maturity of PTR glass technology, the mechanisms that originate the local refractive index change are still unclear. Before analysing in detail the refractive index change in PTR glass, it is interesting to understand the parameters that control this refractive index change. Lumeau et al. [70] showed that the refractive index change can be accurately predicted (with a precision better than 10%) for any dosage of UV exposure (between 0 and 2 J cm⁻²) and thermal treatment temperature (between 485 and 535 °C) and duration (from a few minutes to a few hours depending on the temperature) using a basic physics model and Boltzmann laws. The two main key results are that the dependence of refraction Δn(D, t, T) on dosage (D) follows a hyperbolic dependence regardless of the thermal treatment temperature with this hyperbolic dependence being derived from basic photochemistry equations [118]

$$Δn(D, t, T) = \frac{Δn(E_0, t, T)(E_0 + ε(t, T))D}{E_0(D + ε(t, T))} \quad (5)$$

Where ε(t, T) is a thermodynamic parameter that needs to be determined for each thermal treatment temperature and duration, $E_0$ is a reference energy set to 0.9 J cm⁻², and $Δn(E_0, t, T)$ is another parameter that
can be predicted using the JMAK theory \[119–122\]
\[\Delta n(E_0, t, T) = \Delta n_{\text{max}}(E_0, T)(1 - \exp (- K(T)t^n)) \] (6)
where \(\Delta n_{\text{max}}(E_0, T)\) is the refractive index at saturation, \(K(T)\) is a parameter describing the slope of refractive index change dependence on temperature at \(t = 0\), and \(n\) is the equivalent of an Avrami coefficient describing the type of crystallisation. A key result is that the coefficient is \(1.5 \pm 0.2\). The coefficient \(n\) is a parameter describing the crystallisation mechanism. When it equals approximately \(1.5\), it can be associated \[120–122\], from the point of view of crystallisation, with diffusion-controlled growth of two-dimensional (discs or lath-shaped) particles from pre-existing nuclei. However, the NaF crystals are expected to grow isotropically with a cubic shape, which is not the situation predicted by \(n = 1.5\). However, Chamma et al. \[109,110\] have shown that this dependence is not so straightforward because the refractive index change is not strictly proportional to the volume fraction of NaF crystals. Additional studies have also shown that the refractive index change achieved in homogeneously exposed PTR glass also depends on the annealing process and the cooling rate performed at the end of the thermal treatment schedule \[100\]. It is therefore obvious that a thorough study of the different mechanisms that might originate such a refractive index change, it is important to remember that the precipitation of sodium fluoride crystals correlates with the beginning of the refractive index decrease in the UV-exposed regions of the glass. It must be stressed that a (smaller) change in the refractive index also occurs in the unexposed areas \[123,124\]. However, as the main application of PTR glass is for the recording volume Bragg gratings, the important parameter is the refractive index difference between the UV-exposed area \(\Delta n_{\text{UV-exposed}}\) and the unexposed area \(\Delta n_{\text{unexposed}}\)
\[\Delta n = n_{\text{UV-exposed}} - n_{\text{unexposed}} \] (7)
It has been found \[4,125\] that the overall refractive index change is negative \((\Delta n < 0)\); therefore, PTR glass is a negative photosensitive medium. Using a similar PTR glass microstructure model in Figure 11, the authors of ref. \[71\] tried to assess all possible sources of refractive index changes and write a simple phenomenological equation to account for these contributions
\[\Delta n = \Delta n_{\text{Crystalline}} \times V_{\text{NaF}} + \Delta n_{\text{Vitreous}} \times V_{\text{G1}} + \Delta n_{\text{Stress1}} \times V_{\text{NaF}} + \Delta n_{\text{Stress2}} \times V_{\text{G1}} + \Delta n_{\text{Stress3}} \times V_{\text{G2}} \] (8)
By supposing that there is no significant crystallisation in the unexposed areas, the refractive index in those areas would change only due to variations of cooling regimes:
\[\Delta n_{\text{unexp}} = \Delta n_{V} \times V_{\text{unexposed}} \] (9)

**Mechanisms of the refractive index change in homogeneously exposed PTR glass**

The origin of localised refractive index changes in uniformly UV-exposed PTR glass was studied in detail by Lumeau et al. \[71\] a few years ago. Before reviewing the different possible mechanisms that might originate such a refractive index change, it is important to remember that the precipitation of sodium fluoride crystals correlates with the beginning of the refractive index decrease in the UV-exposed regions of the glass. It must be stressed that a (smaller) change in the refractive index also occurs in the unexposed areas \[123,124\]. However, as the main application of PTR glass is for the recording volume Bragg gratings, the important parameter is the refractive index difference between the UV-exposed area \(n_{\text{UV-exposed}}\) and the unexposed area \(n_{\text{unexposed}}\).
Each contribution in equations (8) and (9) is a product (or integration) between the refractive index change ($\Delta n'$) due to each effect and the volume fraction ($V'$) of the region contributing to that particular effect. $V^{NaF}$ is the volume fraction of crystals, which is typically between 0.1 and 3%, $V^{GI}$ is the volume fraction of glass that has been depleted in sodium and fluorine and $V^{G2}$ is the volume fraction of glass that has not been perturbed and, therefore, has the same composition as regular PTR glass.

The amplitude of each of these contributions was analysed and estimated on the basis of further experiments that will not be detailed in this paper. We will restrict our presentation to the basic results that were obtained in that study. Regarding the refractive index change appearing after thermal treatment in the UV-exposed areas, the first term within brackets represents the direct contribution of crystallisation to the refractive index change. The appearance of sodium fluoride crystals induces a refractive index change ($\Delta n_{\text{crystalline}}$) due to their lower refractive index ($n$ equals approximately 1.3) compared to the refractive index of the original glass matrix ($n$ equals approximately 1.5). Furthermore, this effect is accompanied by NaF depletion of the surrounding glass, which in turn changes the refractive index of the glass matrix ($\Delta n_{\text{vitreous}}$). However, the authors showed that the atomic refractions of sodium and fluorine are close in the crystalline and vitreous phases, such as the large local decrease of refractive index change due to NaF crystal formation is compensated for by a much smaller refractive index increase of the much larger volume of the Na"F"-depleted PTR glass layer. The terms within the second bracket, $\Delta n^{VG1}$ and $\Delta n^{VG2}$, refer to changes of refractive index in the Na"F"-depleted and unperturbed PTR glass, respectively, due to the change in specific volume that occurs during cooling of PTR glass (after crystallisation treatment) in comparison with the specific volume of the virgin glass, which underwent fine annealing. This second term was shown to be independent of the presence of NaF crystals and is not therefore compensated by the change of specific volume during cooling from the crystallisation temperature to room temperature, which would contribute to the refractive index change in the unexposed part. The third and last term represents the stresses that appear in the NaF crystals, surrounding glass and unperturbed glass. Crystallisation is typically performed at approximately 515°C. PTR ‘glass’ is a viscous liquid at this temperature because $T_p$ is approximately 460°C, and therefore, stresses caused by structural transformations quickly relax. However, when the material is cooled from $T_p$ to approximately 25°C, stresses appear in the elastic medium (glass). As already presented in the previous section, the CTE, $\alpha$ of silicate glasses increases with an increase in fluorine content [126]. Hence, we have

$$\alpha_{\text{PTR wo NaF}} < \alpha_{\text{PTR w NaF}} < \alpha_{\text{NaF}}$$

The CTE of regular PTR glass is approximately $10 \times 10^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$, whereas that of the cubic NaF crystals is approximately $36 \times 10^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$, i.e. almost four times higher than the glass CTE. Hence, after crystallisation and cooling to room temperature, ‘hydrostatic’ radial and tangential stresses appear within the NaF crystals and induce a refractive index change on them ($\Delta n_{\text{stress}}$) [115] and finally, there will be some stresses between the depleted and unperturbed glass ($\Delta n_{\text{stress}}$). The spatial distribution of these stresses is not uniform. The stresses inside the NaF crystals are constant, whereas the stresses in the depleted and non-depleted Na and F regions decay with distance, $r^{-3}$. Moreover, because of the much larger difference in thermal expansion coefficients, the main contribution is expected to be the stresses at the interface between the NaF crystals and the surrounding (fluorine and sodium) depleted glass. The total contribution of each type of stress to the refractive index change is a volume integral across the areas occupied by these stresses. In ref. [112], first estimations showed that stresses should contribute to the refractive index change within the order of $-0.08\%$, i.e. within the order of magnitude of what is commonly observed in PTR glass.

Additional results tended to confirm the role of stress in the refractive index change in PTR glass. The first is that stresses, as measured by high-temperature XRD, disappear when the temperature is increased up to the thermal development temperature. However, high-temperature interferometric measurements confirmed that the refractive index change is cancelled when the temperature is increased up to the temperature that was used to induce the refractive index change. Lumeau et al. [71] therefore concluded that the high residual stress field that surrounds the NaF crystals is the most important cause of the photo-thermo-induced refractive index change in PTR glass.

These data were recently re-investigated by measuring the refractive index change at low and high temperatures and continuously monitoring the refractive index change during the heating and cooling processes [71,127]. Such an experiment is tricky because of the thermal instability of the interferometric method. However, although a quantitative analysis could not be carried out, i.e. the exact dependence of the refractive index change on temperature, qualitative dependence could be extracted. It was shown that the refractive index change is constant below the glass transition temperature, $T_g$, and only decreases at higher temperatures, becoming close to zero at the development temperature. In addition, as expected, the stresses monotonously decreased with the temperature from room temperature up to the final thermal treatment.
temperature that was used to induce the refractive index change [71]. This result, therefore, proves that the preliminary conclusions of ref. [71], although very attractive, are inaccurate and that stress, if contributing to the refractive index change in PTR glass, has a more complex role.

At this stage of this analysis, it is important to emphasise that after UV exposure and thermal treatment, the PTR glass nanostructure has three phases. As a result, there is a significant part of the residual glass that is depleted of Na⁺ and F⁻. Furthermore, contrary to what was presented in ref. [71], Δn\text{V,G2}\text{−depleted} and Δn\text{V,G2}\text{−unperturbed}, which refer to changes of refractive index in the Na⁺F⁻-depleted and unperturbed PTR glass, respectively, are not strictly identical due to the change of specific volume that occurs during cooling of PTR glass (after crystallisation treatment) in comparison with the specific volume of the virgin glass, which underwent fine annealing. It is well-known that the glass transition temperature of a glass is strongly influenced by the glass composition. Fluorine is known to increase the glass transition temperature of a glass is strongly influenced by the glass composition. Fluorine is known to deeply impact T_g by changing it by several degrees per wt-%. PTR glass is a silicate glass with a glass transition temperature of approximately 460°C. Its composition allows for assessing that the glass transition of the same PTR glass without fluorine would lie between 550 and 580°C. In other words, when developing PTR glass at 515°C, the Na⁺F⁻-depleted zones surrounding the NaF crystals change their state from a supercooled liquid to a glass because the heat-treatment temperature becomes lower than their T_g! Upon cooling, it is obvious that this phase change will have a deep impact on the properties. Before describing these effects further, let us remember some basic physical properties of glasses around T_g. For example, the CTE of a glass is almost constant as a function of temperature but increases typically three times when the temperature is increased above T_g. For the same reasons, the dependence of the specific volume or its density on temperature also has different paths and slopes whether the glass is above or below the glass transition temperature [50]. Figure 12 provides an illustration of what occurs in the glass during cooling [127].

- Between the development temperature (515°C) and the T_g of unperturbed PTR glass (460°C), the change in the specific volume of the Na⁺F⁻-depleted glass and the unperturbed glass follow different paths. Therefore, first of all, the overall average density of the UV-exposed glass becomes different from that of the unexposed glass, resulting in a temperature-dependent refractive index change. In addition, the difference in the CTE between these two zones can also result in stresses that might further contribute to a change in the refractive index.
- Below the T_g of unperturbed PTR glass (460°C) and down to room temperature, both Na⁺F⁻-depleted glass and unperturbed glass follow similar paths because of the low effect of F on the physical properties. This explains why the refractive index change is constant below T_g.

While this new mechanism is, at this date, the one that appears to be the most accurately describing experimental data that have been acquired, it still remains not completely validated and would require further investigations.

Conclusions

In this article, we present an overview of the (so far known) photo-thermo-refraction and crystallisation processes occurring in PTR glass. We show that, after almost seven decades since its invention, the intricate details of the mechanisms of photo-thermo-refraction and crystallisation pathways that produce localised changes of the refractive index in PTR glass are only partially known.

Despite the lack of full knowledge, today’s technology allows for melting of PTR glasses with absorption in the near-IR region of 5 × 10⁻⁵ cm⁻¹, refractive index fluctuations (homogeneity) of only 10⁻⁵ (before crystallisation) and apertures up to 100 × 100 mm². After crystallisation, these partially crystalline glasses are commercially used for the fabrication of volume Bragg gratings. PTR glasses with diffraction efficiency up to 99.9%, absorption in near IR of 1–2 × 10⁻⁴ cm⁻¹, scattering down to 5 × 10⁻³ cm⁻¹ and aperture up to 50 × 50 mm² are integrated in various laser systems with energies exceeding 10 kW (CW). At least three companies commercialise volume Bragg gratings made of PTR glass. However, further improvement in terms of higher efficiency with lower scattering and absorption losses will critically depend on future scientific understanding of the complex PTR processes and warrants further research.

![Figure 12. Illustration of the dependence of the CTEs of the different areas of PTR glass.](image-url)
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